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The Sustainable Densities Proposition states that city densities must remain within a sustainable
range. If density is too low it must be allowed to increase, and if it is too high, it must be allowed to
decline. The densification agenda now promoted as a general policy recommendation to be applied
throughout our urban world thus needs to be examined more critically. The paper examines the
range of urban densities in cities both in historical times and at present and points out that in some
cities densities are too high, largely due to overcrowding, while some densities are too low and unable
to sustain public transport, largely due to large-lot suburbanization.
The Sustainable Densities Proposition: City densities must remain within a sustainable range. If density is
too low it must be allowed to increase, and if it is too high, it must be allowed to decline.
“What is the sense, it is frequently asked, of further densification given that densities are
already high and associated with a range of problems including infrastructure overload,
overcrowding, congestion, air pollution, severe health hazards, lack of public and green
space and environmental degradation? The sustainability gains from further
densification will be limited under conditions where densities are already high. Under
these circumstances the merits of urban densification postulated for developed country
cities seem far less convincing in the context of developing countries.”
Rod Burgess (2000, 15)
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Introduction

When it comes to formulating policies to manage the expansion of cities ─ whether to reverse it, contain it,
guide it, let it be, or encourage it ─ density matters. The denser the city, the less space will be required to
accommodate its population. Compact cities can thus help protect and conserve the open countryside. They
can also bring people closer together by sharing common walls, shortening travel times and the length of
infrastructure networks, increasing the viability of walking, bicycling and public transport, and saving
energy and reducing carbon emissions. Given that climate change is now an overriding concern, it is of
paramount importance to allow and encourage densities to increase over time, if they can ensure the
continued sustainability of our planet.
But that is not to say that a denser city is a better city. We cannot simply assume that urban
densities are too low everywhere and must now be increased. In some cities densities are too high and
therefore unsustainable for a variety of reasons: overcrowding, lack of light and air, pollution, congestion,
overburdened infrastructure, and unaffordable land and housing. Many other cities have densities that are
sustainable: high enough to support public transport, walking, and an urban lifestyle and to conserve energy
and contain carbon emissions, yet low enough to avoid overcrowding, unaffordable housing, congestion,
and overburdened urban services.
The Sustainable Densities Proposition is another version of the Goldilocks Principle: Densities
should neither be too high nor too low but “just right”, that is, within a tolerable or, to use a more
contemporary word, sustainable range. The Goldilocks Principle itself is a version of the Confucian
Doctrine of the Mean, the Buddhist Middle Way, Horace’s Golden Mean, “the moral way observes the
mean” of St. Thomas Aquinas, and “the right way is the mean” of Maimonides.
Average densities in the great majority of U.S. cities are too low to be sustainable and must be
allowed and encouraged to increase in order to reduce the distances travelled, increase the viability of
public transport, reduce carbon emissions, and thus mitigate their adverse effects on climate change.
How do present-day densities of the built-up areas in the United States and Bangladesh compare to densities
in Manhattan’s Tenth Ward in 1910? In the year 2000, for example, the average densities of the built-up
areas of U.S. and Bangladeshi cities with 100,000 or more people were 24 and 191 persons per hectare
respectively. Urban densities in Bangladesh were, on average, 8 times higher than those in the United
States. In that year, the average densities in Houston and Dhaka, for example, were 20 and 555 persons per
hectare respectively. The average density in Dhaka was nearly 28 times that of Houston. In 2005, the
average density in Dhaka’s slums, taken as a whole, was 2,220 persons per hectare. Those densities were
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actually oof the same order of magnitu
ude as those o f Manhattan’s Tenth Ward, its densest waard, in 1910 ─
1,440 perrsons per hectaare. Still, in 8..3 percent of D
Dhaka’s densest slums ─ 409 communitiess packed with
single-stoory houses likee the Karail Baastee in Mahakkhali ─ averagee densities in 2005
2
were highher than 3,750
persons pper hectare (C
CUS 2005, tablles 3.12 and 33.13, 40-41), or
o more than double that off Manhattan’s
Tenth Waard in 1910.

Figuree 1: The Karail Bastee
B
in Mahakhali, Dhaka, had a population densiity in 2005 that was
w more than douuble that of
Manhaattan’s densest waard, the Tenth Ward, in 1910
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Density and Carbon
C
Emisssions
u
densitiess and carbon eemissions. We
We cannoot simply assuume that there is an associattion between urban
must begiin by asking ourselves
o
wheth
her lower denssities are indeeed associated with
w higher levvels of carbon
emissionss. A growing body of evideence suggests that this is in
ndeed the casee. A study of 46 cities, forr
example, found that inn 1990 both the
t per capita energy used in transport and
a the per caapita distance
d
(Newm
man and Kenw
worthy 1999). Higher-density
H
y cities were asssociated with
travelled decline with density
ort than lower-density ones. We can infer
shorter traavel distances and lower eneergy expendituures on transpo
that they w
wer level of caarbon emission
ns.
were also assoociated with low
Two more recent studies (Gllaeser and Kahhn 2009; Zheng et al. 2011) provide
p
data foor 2001 on the
level of ccarbon dioxidee emissions frrom all transpoort modes in the
t major citiees in China annd the United
States usiing an identical methodolog
gy. I used thesse data, in con
njunction with
h my own 20000 data on the
average bbuilt-up area densities
d
of theese cities, to ccompare averaage emissions and average ddensities in 64
Chinese ccities and 54 U.S.
U cities. The differences weere striking. Average
A
population densities iin the Chinese
cities studdied were seveen times those of the U.S. citties: 162 person
ns per hectare compared to 223 persons per
hectare. A
Average annuaal CO2 emissio
ons from transsport in the U.S.
U cities stud
died were 56 ttimes those in
Chinese ccities: 12.8 tonns per householld compared too 0.27 tons perr household. Ex
xcept for thesee two new data
sets, globbal data is noot yet available to comparee densities an
nd carbon em
missions in inddividual cities
throughouut the world, but
b it is possib
ble to comparre differences in densities an
nd carbon emiissions among
countries..
Figure 2 illustrates thee average amo
ount of CO2 eemissions per capita from all
a sources andd the average
i the year 200
00. The associa
iation between
densities in cities with 100,000 peoplle or more in 1145 countries in
gher the level of CO2 emissiions per capitaa. The United
them is qquite clear: thee lower the deensity, the high
States hadd an average density
d
of 24 persons
p
per heectare and an average annuaal level of 20.55 tons of CO2
emissionss per capita. Bangladesh had
d an average deensity of 191 persons
p
per hectare and an av
average annual
level of 00.2 tons of CO2 emissions perr capita — lesss than one-hundredth that of the
t United Stat
ates.
This figure requires some fu
urther explanattion. The bluee dots are valuees for 19 seleccted countries.
a the values for the remainning 126 coun
ntries. (Values for countries with average
The smalll black dots are
densities larger than 2220 persons perr hectare are nnot shown). Th
he ten larger yellow
y
dots arre the average
nth of the counntries studied).. The vertical bars
b are confiddence intervals
values forr each density decile (one-ten
for these decile averagees (e.g. the aveerage value of the first decilee ─ one-tenth of the countriees studied that
had the loowest densities ─ is 12.2 ton
ns per year, annd we can asseert with a 95 level
l
of confiddence that this
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average value is somewhere between 6.5 and 18 tons per year. Generally, therefore, if two confidence
intervals do not overlap, we can say with confidence that one average is significantly higher than the other.
The figure demonstrates that the average emission values in the first four density deciles (cities in the
lower-density ranges) are significantly higher than the average emission values for the last three density
deciles (cities in the higher-density ranges). In short, country comparisons show a strong association
between carbon dioxide emissions and urban population densities.
This association need not imply a causal connection between the two. Why? Households in richer
countries, for example, can be expected to consume more resources than households in poorer ones. They
will consume both more land and more energy per capita and can be expected to have both lower densities
and higher carbon emissions. A third factor, in this case income, can be the cause of both low densities and
higher CO2 emissions, rather than one causing the other. Income alone, however, does not account for the
differences in carbon emissions shown in figure 2. In a statistical model using both average density and
income to explain the variation in carbon emissions among countries, I found that income explained only
half of that variation while density explained the other half. Density appears to matter when it comes to
carbon emissions. Do higher densities lead to lower carbon emissions because they require lower levels of
car ownership and shorter trips? Possibly, but some will argue that the causal connection can go in the
opposite direction as well. In cities with higher levels of car ownership people can opt to live in larger
houses further away, thus lowering overall densities. In other words, low densities beget more cars and
more cars beget lower densities.
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Figure 2: A comparison of average urban densities in large cities and average carbon dioxide emissions per capita from all
sources in 145 countries, 2000

That said, there is good reason to believe that higher densities can indeed lead to lower carbon emissions. It
has been observed that in the United States the viability of public transport, which emits far less CO2 per
capita, is positively associated with residential densities in the vicinity of transit stations — the higher that
density, the more people use public transport (Pushkarev and Zupan 1977). Holtzclaw (1994) found that
regular bus service requires a minimum density of 30 persons per hectare to be financially viable. If these
contentions are correct, then a causal link can be established between densities and carbon emissions.
Simply stated, other things being equal, if densities can be increased, then transit use can increase and
carbon emissions can decrease.

3

Transit-Sustaining Densities

My colleagues and I examined the share of the total areas of U.S. cities that had “transit-sustaining”
densities above 30 persons per hectare in different time periods (Angel et al. 2011). We also examined the
shares of the total populations in these cities that lived at transit-sustaining densities. In 20 cities for which
we had data for the period 1910-2000, we found that both shares declined substantially over time. The
average share of the area of U.S. cities that was dense enough to sustain transit declined from 38 percent in
1910 to less than 4 percent in 2000, a 10-fold decline. The average share of the population that lived at
transit-sustaining densities declined from 90 percent to 27 percent during that period, a 3-fold decline.
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Figure 3: L
Los Angeles decoommissioned its Pacific
P
Railway trrolleys in1956, piiling them up in ju
unkyards togetheer with discarded
World War II tanks

Examininng 447 urban areas
a
(out of a total of 453)) in the United States in the year 2000, w
we found that
almost haalf, 46 percentt, had no popu
ulation living aat transit-sustaiining densitiess; only 33 perccent had more
than 10 ppercent of theirr population living at transit--sustaining den
nsities; only 13 percent had more than 20
percent oof their populaation living att transit-sustaiining densitiess; and only 2 percent had m
more than 50
percent oof their populaations living att these densitiees. The five metropolitan
m
arreas with the hhighest shares
were Sann Francisco (711.4 percent), Los
L Angeles (667.7), State College, Pennsy
ylvania (65.3 ppercent), New
York Cityy (64.7 percennt), and San Jo
ose, Californiaa (54.7 percentt). In total, 27.3 percent of th
the U.S. urban
populatioon lived at trannsit-sustaining
g densities in the year 2000
0. This finding
g does not meean that these
at transit was even
e
available within walkinng distance. It
percentagges of the popuulation used trransit, nor that
only indiccates the perceentage of the urban populattion that lived at densities an
nd could potenntially sustain
public traansit.
milies living at
It maybe that both families living at low density and reelying on theirr cars and fam
higher deensities and usiing public transport instead oof cars may be exercising lifeestyle choices by expressing
pirations. Som
me commentato
ors have recenttly noted that ccultural trends
cultural ddifferences andd individual asp
are now ssteering peoplee away from low-density,
l
caar-based lifesty
yles ─ the pro
overbial Ameriican Dream ─
and towaard higher-denssity, transit-baased life styless (Calthorpe 2011). This maay bode well ffor the United
States, beecause several things are quitte clear regardding present urb
ban densities in most U.S. ciities. They are
too low tto support pubblic transport; too
t small a shhare of the pop
pulation lives at densities thhat can sustain
public traansport; the couuntry now prod
duces an inorddinate share off global CO2 em
missions, a shaare that clearly
needs to bbe reduced to a more reason
nable level thatt is at least on par with coun
ntries with sim
milar per capita
incomes; and higher dennsities may con
ntribute to attaaining that goal.
A reasonable goal for the coming
c
decadees may be to double the sh
hare of its urbban population
living at transit-sustainning densities, from 27.3 peercent to 50 percent. This goal
g
could be accomplished
through tthe selective densification
d
of
o parts of thee urban landsccape — as Cu
uritiba, Brazil, for example,
densified successfully along
a
its main transit corridoors (see photo) — but only iff demand for hhigher-density,
t support it.
transit-baased living is sttrong enough to
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Figure 4: In Curitiba,
C
Brazil, dense
d
urban devellopment lined its five main transit corridors in 20088, serviced by freequent and
efficient bus raapid transit

More people in the United States will neeed to vote with
h their feet as well
w as voice thheir political preferences
p
y. And that wi ll not be easy.. Shrill reactionary voices thhat insist on low-density,
for that to beecome a reality
car-dependennt developmen
nt as the true A
American Way
y and for whicch this agendaa is anathema have been
quick to politticize it to courrt suburban votters, voters thaat now form the majority of tthe U.S. electorate:
w American
ns to take transsit and move to
o the inner citiies. They wantt Americans to
o
“They want
move too the urban co
ore, live in tennements, [and]] take light rail to their govvernment jobs..
That's thheir vision for America.”
Representative
R
M
Michele Bachmann
n (Murphy 2011)

While Ameriicans continue to debate the merits of denssification, I bellieve that this aagenda should
d be firmly
rejected in cities that alread
dy have very hhigh densities and
a need to be decongested; in cities where densities
upport public trransport in com
ming decades; or in cities
are declining but are likely to remain highh enough to su
wing rapidly in population andd need ample room
r
for their expansion at thheir projected densities.
that are grow
We should not forrget that at thee height of the Industrial Rev
volution and upp to the beginn
ning of the
twentieth cenntury there werre genuine conncerns that urban densities were
w too high an
and needed to be
b reduced
to ensure thatt people had adequate
a
livingg space and to bring in more light and air iinto their resid
dences (see
New York Ciity Case Study
y below).
High densitiees were not unique
u
to the industrial citiees of the nineeteenth and eaarly twentieth centuries.
Kowloon’s Walled
W
City ─ a small stretcch of no-man’ss land in Hong
g Kong that offficially remaiined under
Chinese rule while the Briitish governedd the colony ─ was demolisshed in 1992. It boasted mu
uch higher
d virtually no light
l
or air at aall. At its peak density in
densities thann New York’s Lower East Siide in 1910 and
the mid-19800s it may have housed as manny as 35,000 people
p
on somee 2.5 hectares, at an average density of
13,000 people per hectaree (Liauw 19998, 154), mak
king it much denser than H
Hong Kong’ss high-rise
y and the worldd’s highest-den
nsity urban neiighbourhood evver recorded.
residential districts of today
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Figure 5: Kowloon’s Walled City, Hong Kong, the densest urban neighbourhood in recent memory, before its demolition in
1992

The reduction of overcrowding in Chinese cities, through both suburbanization and redevelopment, has
vastly increased floor space per person in recent decades. In Tianjin, for example, it increased from 6.5 m2
in 1988 to 19.1 m2 in 2000 and to 25.0 m2 in 2005 (Tianjin Municipal Statistical Bureau 2006). This is
welcome news, of course, and it should come as no surprise that this increase in floor area per person,
coupled with the introduction of light and air into apartments, was accompanied by a corresponding decline
in average densities.
There is nothing romantic about a Dhaka family of five still living in a 10 m2 room with no light
and air and sharing a water tap and a toilet with six or more other families. I, for one, find it disconcerting
that Stuart Brand (2010), a leading environmentalist, chooses to celebrate the greenness of slums ─ their
very high densities, their minimum energy and material use, and the preponderance of walking, rickshaws
and shared taxis ─ while strictly avoiding any mention of overcrowding lest it interfere with his global
densification message.
The Sustainable Densities Proposition seeks to broaden our perspective so we can see the entire
spectrum of cities ─ from cities that are spread out at very low densities, contribute an unfairly large share
of carbon emissions, and are thus unsustainable, to cities that are so dense and overcrowded they are unfit
for dignified human habitation and thus unsustainable. The proposition states that no matter how sensible
and noble the motives for densification may be, and despite the urgency of slowing down climate change or
protecting the precious countryside, it is not the appropriate strategy for dense and overcrowded cities. On
the contrary, densities in these cities need to be allowed and encouraged to decline, not to increase. This
could only be done practically and economically by opening up new lands for expansion.

Case Study: New York City

The tenements of New York City’s Tenth Ward, for example, often contained 20 or more 30 m2 apartments
with no indoor plumbing on a 7.5 x 30–meter lot, each containing a household of 3 to 14 persons (Dolkart
2007), and many were used as a workplace as well as a residence (figure 6).
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Fig
gure 6: New Yorkk tenement floor plan
p (1864) and sweatshop (1889)

Politicians, reeformers, and scholars weree seriously con
ncerned with liiving conditionns in the city’s crowded
neighbourhooods:
s
mile [7008 persons perr
“The Teenth Ward hass a population aat the rate of 185,513 to the square
hectare]] the Seventeeenth 170,006 [[657 p/ha] and
d so on with others
o
equally overcrowded..
Portions of particular wards are evenn in worse con
ndition.”
(The New Yorrk Times, 3 Deecember 1876)
Jacob Riis, a reformist jourrnalist and phootographer cred
dited with expo
osing the overccrowding and dire living
conditions inn the city’s teneements in his bbook “How th
he Other Half Lives”
L
was quuite pessimisticc about the
prospects of reducing
r
overccrowding and hhigh densities:
t
are the bo
old facts with w
which we have to deal in New
w York?
“What then
I.
Thhat we have a tremendous, ever swelling
g crowd of wage-earners w
which it is ourr
buusiness to housse decently.
II. Thhat it is not hou
used decently.
III. Thhat it must bee so housed hhere for the present, and fo
or a long timee to come, alll
scchemes of subu
urban relief beiing at yet utopian, impracticaable.”
(Riis 19
971 (1890), 223)

Riis was wroong. Other sociial reformers soought to reducce overcrowdin
ng through deccongestion poliicies made
possible by thhe developmen
nt of new transsportation tech
hnologies from
m the early nineeteenth century
y onwards.
These technoologies reduced
d the cost of m
movement in citties and made it possible for large numberss of people
to commute over
o
greater diistances. Adna Farrin Weber (1899, 475) in
n his influentiaal “The Growth
h of Cities
in the Nineteeenth Century” had it right: ““The ‘rise of th
he suburbs’ it is, which furniishes the solid
d basis of a
hope that the evils of city liife, so far as thhey result from
m overcrowding
g, may be in larrge part remov
ved.”
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There is no question that
t
suburbaniization did faccilitate the deecongestion off Manhattan’s overcrowded
neighbourrhoods:
“Thhe Lower East Side
S contained
d 398,000 peopple in 1910, 30
03,000 in 1920, 182,000 in 19930,
and 147,000 in 19940. To reform
mers who had loong pressed fo
or the depopulaation of the sluums,
o neighbourho
oods was a wellcome and mucch celebrated relief.”
r
this levelling out of
(Jackson, 1985, 185)
1

Figure 7 sshows census tract
t
densities in Manhattan in 1910 and 2010. The colum
mn height dispplays densities
in personns per hectare, not building heights,
h
since buildings in 2010
2
were much higher, on average, than
those of 1910, but theyy housed fewer people in sm
maller familiess that consumeed much greateer amounts off
h
densities throughout
t
thee island and in
living spaace per personn. As the figuree clearly demoonstrates, the high
the Loweer East Side inn particular weere greatly redduced and oveercrowding waas largely allevviated as vast
numbers of residents left
l
Manhattan
n for the subuurbs. When it comes to con
nfronting overc
rcrowding, we
rather than the
would doo well to heed the advice off Weber, the ddetached scholar wallowing in statistics, ra
more passsionate Riis.

Figuure 7: Census tracct densities (perso
ons per hectare) inn Manhattan, New
w York, in 1910 (top) and in 20100 (bottom)
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